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This was a free film screening of the film ‘Tangerine’ and

queer panel discussion held in the borough of Waltham

Forest with sponsorship from the Council and Barbican

Arts Centre (major queer space platformer) at a local

library.

I have to say that the levels of vapidity and self-absorption at these events never fails to
disappoint me and this was no exception. 

First short shown was La Berenjena. A woman invites her female friend to spycam on a first
date with a man she met on Tinder.

It’s their first date at *her actual house* and into her bed. As she undresses he sticks his hand
down her knickers and draws back in disgust when he realises she doesn’t have a dick. Ha ha
ha. (The entire thing has been lifted from Tangerine, or vice versa., so not original)

Second short was Welcome to the World. A gay man films his suicide message to his sister
who is giving birth at the *exact same moment*. He makes a joke about a ‘big head coming
out of a small hole’

and we learn he has kept secret his boyfriend who has died of pancreatic cancer. They were
going to have kids together and everything. 

He is about 25 years old and American so the narrative doesn’t quite fit.

Third short - Dix Pix - compiled from interviews Grindr app users (men, trans men and non-
binary). Probably 5 minutes, but felt much longer, of non-stop animated male genitals and
men (or else women) talking about how much they like exposing their penises (or not).

Metaphorical cum shots included. At least one talking (cock) head talked specifically about
the need to reveal their manhood in public - you know liberation and all that.

Finally there was Tangerine, mercifully short at 88 minutes for a feature film. Entirely shot on
iPhone, it’s about two trans-identified male sex workers, Sin Dee and Alexandra. 
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/ALSwWTb88ZU

First I will say some nice things. It is simply amazing an iPhone is that versatile filmwise, it
looks fabulous, despite actors being non-professionals, all really good performances. Great
plot. Really funny moments.

On negative side is the way women are treated. Story revolves around Sindee outraged that
her bf is fucking a ‘real fish’. Sindee goes off to find the ‘fish’, kidnaps her in broad daylight,
slapping, strangling and insulting her non-stop - the audience is supposed to be amused

by this, and certainly the audience I saw it with was. 

Whatever men want is valid and whatever women want - well who cares? A bit of lip service
is paid to an angry Armenien granny who is disgusted her son-in-law is paying TIM
prostitutes, who is possibly the only non-one

dimensional character. 

After the films were shown there was a panel discussion. 

The discussion was supposed to be about DIY Queer film making, but ended up being overtly
political.
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Theresa is doing a PhD in queer film festivals, and identifies as bisexual and disabled (she has
chronic fatigue syndrome).

Aimee was a queer transperson, currently directing ‘continuing drama’ AKA as soap operas
to everyone else.

Hakeem was black & queer. Karine a queer sound designer. 

Q: Netflix etc are developing LGBTQ sections - would this threaten real queer film spaces? 

Panel felt that there was a space to have both things, and especially helps you explain what it
means to be queer if your

gran doesn’t want to go to a queer film night (true). Also in other countries those things don’t
exist so it is a good development to have Netflix etc have a special section.

Fun Fact: Did you know that the year 2018 had been nicknamed “twenty-gay-teen”? 

I didn’t and still have no idea what they were going on about.

Q: Should only trans characters etc be played by people who are actually trans? 

Panel in agreement that sometimes you couldn’t actually have a trans person play a trans
character but that when the time comes when there are no pressures (like lack of talent) there
should be no

excuse not to cast a trans person in a trans role, except that of course we don’t want to stop
trans people playing 'cis roles'. Although let's make sure things are authentic and that trans
roles go to trans people. 

That's cleared that up then.

Theresa said that she was concerned that people like herself weren’t being cast - but I suppose
it might be quite difficult to expect people with chronic fatigue to work 14 hours on set per
day.

Q: Queer venues are closing at a dramatic rate - what can we do about this? 

(This is a current trope of queer politics. The Barbican is holding another queer event later
this month and I am going out to these things *all* the time - so what on earth are they talking
about

that there are no queer spaces? In fact when I left the library the pub next door had rainbow
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bunting outside it, so I'm not buying that this is happening at all) 

Hakeem wanted a safe space away from drink and drugs, especially one which has a black
space where he could be

free from white micro-aggressions. (At the end of the event he handed out a flyer for an event
happening soon - another queer film event - but just remember peeps - queers are threatened
species).

Theresa said that queer spaces had the highest standards but the least money. There was no
excuse not to include subtitling and audio description for all films. As she has a lot of fatigue
and pain, more comfy seats would help her a lot.

Q: (from audience member) along the lines of ‘why are soaps so boring’?

Aimee responded that *continuing drama* was a means to an end in which you learn how to
film make and that they didn’t see themself just doing continuing drama for the rest of their
career and that they

intended to go right to the top and that recently another director involved with *continuing
drama* was actually now about to direct the new Star Trek film and that they didn't even
particularly like continuing drama themself. 

(Hit a raw nerve there).

My only other observation is that I didn’t hear the words ‘gay’, ‘homosexual’ or ‘lesbian’
being used. They seem to be dirty words now. The only acceptable word is ‘queer’ now.
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